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    Aerial photograph is the picture of the ground surface taken from the 
air with a camera pointing downward. 

    The study of the aerial photographs can't substitute the field 
investigations but rather it helps and contributes to them. The 
advantages of the study of the aerial photographs can be listed as 
follows: 

a. it saves time 

b. it provides to observe a larger area 

c. it has more detailed ground surface than maps 

d. photographs can be studied anytime and at anywhere 

e. studies carried out on the photographs are cheaper than studies in the 
field 

f. studies carried out on the aerial photographs are easier than studies in 
the field 

The only disadvantage of the aerial photographs is the absence of the 
topographic contours and the geographic names. 



The photographs are generally taken in spring or autumn, when the 
ground is not covered by vegetation . 

The pictures are taken at series of parallel lines so that it provides 
overlapping in order to obtain stereoscopic viewing. 
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    When two pictures of the same area, taken from two different 
positions, are studied simultaneously with a stereoscope, This model 
is called stereo model  for Two adjacent photographs are called stereo 
pair 

Stereoscopes 

    Two photographs of the same terrain, but taken from different camera 

stations any two successive photographs along the flight line (a line on 

a map representing the track of the aircraft). 

There are two basic types of stereoscopes. These are simple lens or 

pocket stereoscopes and the mirror stereoscopes 
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Types of Aerial photography  
1- Vertical aerial photographs are taken by the camera pointing vertically 

downward. 

Therefore the optical axis is perpendicular to the ground surface.  

vertical. There is a tilt of 1°-2°. 

 

 



2 -Oblique aerial photographs : taken by the camera which has the 
optical axis being oblique to the ground surface. The angle which is 
called pointing or sighting angle ranges from 20°to 60°. There are two 
types of oblique aerial photographs: Low oblique and high oblique 
aerial photographs. 

    Low oblique aerial photographs: S is between 30°-60° 

    High oblique aerial photographs: S is between 20°-30° 
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The comparison of vertical and oblique aerial photographs: 

1. No (or less) distortion on vertical, but quite large distortion on oblique 
ones. 

2. The front edge is the same in both, but back edge is different (in 
oblique greater) 

3. The vertical photographs cover less area than oblique, that depends on 
the amount of sighting angle. With a less angle the larger area will be 
taken. 

4. The horizon is generally seen on oblique photographs but not on 
vertical ones 

5. Oblique aerial photographs are not suitable to get 3-D view because of 
the scale difference between the front and back edges. Therefore, 
generally the oblique aerial photographs are used to study gentle 
dipping features such as unconformities and thrust. 

6. Oblique aerial photographs are used to illustrate the reports to show 
the route of the proposed roads, while the vertical ones are used 
mainly for photo interpretation. 

 



Some errors in areal Photography 

Tilting  Height 

Wind effects  
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